
 

ARTHDUT  
 
PRIVACY POLICY : 
 
Arthdut mobile application is brought to you by DI Solutions ("we", "us", or "our"). By 
using the Site and Service, you agree to the collection, use and disclosure of your 
information as described in this ARTHDUT Privacy Policy ("Policy"). If you do not agree 
to the terms of this Policy, please do not use the site or Service. 
 
 

1. Information We Collect  
 

The Site. As part of the standard operation of the Site, we may collect information 
from your computer or mobile device, including but not limited to your browser 
type, operating system, IP address and the domain name from which you accessed 
the Site, and if you are accessing our Site or Service with your mobile device, type 
of mobile device, version of our software, and how you use our software such as 
the features and functions you use and frequency of use. In addition, we may 
collect information about how you use our Site, such as the date and time you visit 
the Site, the pages of the Site that you visit, the amount of time you spend viewing 
the Site, the number of times you return to the Site and other click-stream data. 
The Service. To establish your account with the Service and enable you and us to 
manage it, we will collect information from you and those who you associate with 
your account such as name, address, telephone number, credit card information, 
account number, equipment identifiers and Internet Protocol addresses. 
Information You Submit. If you voluntarily submit information to us-for example, if 
you register on the Site, participate in a survey, contact us or provide us feedback, 
supply additional information to your account or profile, or respond to our request 
for information-we will collect the information you submit. In each such instance, 
you will know what data we collect, because you actively submit it. We will use the 
data you voluntarily submit to us for the purposes we describe in this Policy, as 
well as any purposes that we describe to you when we collect such information. 

 
 

2. Cookies & Web Beacons  
 

We may use cookies to collect the information described above. A cookie is a small 
text file that may be stored on the hard drive of your computer or device when you 
access the Site. We may also use cookies to: (1) provide you with customized 



content and advertising; (2) monitor Site usage; (3) remember you when you 
return to the Site; and (4) conduct research to improve our content and services. 

 
 

3. Use of Information  
 

We may use the information we collect from and about you for any of the 
following purposes: (1) for account verification and to fulfill your requests for 
products and services; (2) to provide the Service, (3) provide you with targeted 
offers and advertising on the Site; (4) to contact you with information and 
promotional materials and offers from our company as well as from our 
subsidiaries, affiliates, marketing partners, advertisers and other third parties; (5) 
to contact you when necessary: (6) to address problems with the Site, our business 
or our products and services: (7) to protect the security or integrity of the Site, 
Service and our business: (8) to improve our site and Service and develop new 
products and services, and (9) otherwise, as disclosed to you at the point of 
information collection. To the extent permitted by applicable law, we reserve the 
right to combine the various types of data that we collect and to combine the data 
we collect with data we acquire from other entities. 

 

4. Disclosure of Information 

We may disclose information collected from and about you to the following entities 
for the following purposes: (1) to our service providers and suppliers, if the disclosure will 
enable any of them to perform a business, professional or technical support function for 
us; (2) to our service providers, suppliers, and others under conditions of confidentiality 
to improve their systems, services, and other business purposes, (3) as necessary if we 
believe that there has been a violation of the Customer Contract, ARTHDUT Website 
Terms of Use or of our rights or the rights of any third party; (4) to respond to judicial 
process and provide information to law enforcement agencies or in connection with an 
investigation on matters related to public safety, as permitted by law, or otherwise as 
required by law; and (5) otherwise, with your consent. In addition, in the event that our 
company or substantially all of its assets are acquired, your personal information may be 
one of the transferred assets. Finally, we may share your information with third parties 
who may contact you with offers and other marketing communications. If you would like 
a list of those entities with whom we share your personal information for those entities 
own direct marketing purposes, please send us a request by using the Contact Us form on 
the Website or as provided in the Contact Us section below. 

 

 

 



5. Forums & Blogs  

Our Site or Service may provide a forum, blog, or other interactive feature that allows you 
to disclose information directly to us and other users of the Site or Service. Your 
participation in such interactive features is completely voluntary and we assume no 
obligations or responsibility with respect to the information you provide or share through 
such interactive features. To participate in these interactive features, we may require you 
to register with us and provide certain information such as your name, email address, 
location, phone number, and desired display name (which may be viewable by other 
users of the interactive features). We or our service providers acting on our behalf may 
use the information you provide during the registration process for analytical and 
development purposes (such as to make product or service enhancements) and to enable 
you to use the interactive features and to manage your account. You may also personalize 
our interactive features by voluntarily providing additional information such as your 
location, instant message contact information, website address, occupation, and other 
information. Our interactive features may also allow you to upload an avatar or other 
graphical representation of yourself. If you voluntarily provide such additional 
information, it may be viewable by other users of the interactive features - So you should 
not provide information you do not want other users to know. 

 
 

6. Accessing and Changing Your Account Information  

You can review the personal information you provided to us and make any desired 
changes to the information you share, or to the settings for your account at any time by 
logging in to your account. Please be aware that even after your request for a change is 
processed, we may, for a time, retain uncorrected, residual information about you in 
backup and/or archival copies of our database. To access other personal information, we 
may have associated with your account, please contact us by using the Contact Us form 
on the Website or as provided in the Contact Us section below. Upon request, we will 
provide you a copy and/or description of any personal information we hold about you 
within in a reasonable time and we will correct or delete it upon your request. 

 

7. Security  

We have taken certain physical, electronic, contractual, and managerial steps to 
safeguard and secure the information we collect from our site and Service. No method of 
transmission over the Internet, or method of electronic storage, is 100% secure, however. 
Therefore, while we strive to use commercially acceptable means to protect your personal 
information, we cannot guarantee its absolute security. If you register on our site or for 
our Service, it is your responsibility to protect the security of your login information. 

 

 



8. Closing Your Account & Deleting Information  

You can close your account by contacting us using the Contact Us form on the Website or 
as provided in the Contact Us section below. If you would like us to remove the 
information we have about you from our databases, please contact us by using the 
Contact Us form on the Website or as provided in the Contact Us section below and we 
will remove your information within a reasonable time but we may retain information 
about you in our non-public databases for a reasonable period of time to support our 
operational requirements (for example only, reconciling your transactions). 
Notwithstanding the foregoing, there may be circumstances where we are legally 
required to retain the information we collect about you (for example, in connection with 
court proceedings) and despite your request for us to delete your information, we will 
retain what we are legally required to keep. Moreover, we reserve the right to make 
anonymous the information so that it is no longer associated with your account rather 
than deleting it. We also reserve the right to use previously obtained information to verify 
your identity or take other actions that we believe are appropriate. If you close your 
account, we have no obligation to retain your information, and may delete any or all of 
your account information without liability 

 

9. Children  

We do not direct the Site to, nor do we knowingly collect any personal information from, 
children under sixteen. 

 

10.  Links & Third-Party Websites 

The Site may contain links to third-party websites or services, which may have privacy 
policies that differ from our own. We are not responsible for the activities and practices 
that take place on these sites. Accordingly, we recommend that you review the privacy 
policy posted on any site that you may access through the Site. 

 
 

11.  Changes to This Privacy Policy 

We may change this privacy policy from time to time. When we do, we will post the 
change(s) on our website. If we change the policy in a material way, we will provide 
appropriate online notice to you.  

 

 

 

Effective Date: 07.08.2020 

 



 
 

ARTHDUT  
 
TERMS OF USE :  
 

1. Your use of the App 

You must comply with these App Terms of Use as these apply to your use of the App. 

Any violation of these App Terms of Use may result in the termination of your access 

to the App. 

You may only use the App for your own personal office use and not in connection with 

any commercial endeavors.  You must not send it to anyone else or copy or modify 

any part of it in any way. 

You must not attempt to extract any source code from the App, disassemble it or 

make any derivative versions, or attempt to interrupt or decipher the transmissions 

between the App and our systems 

 

2. Restrictions on Use 

You must not use the App in a way that may damage or impair the App or our 

underlying systems and security. 

You shall not in any way use the App or submit to us or to the App or to any user of 

the App anything which in any respect: 

a) is in breach of any law, statute, regulation or by-law of any applicable jurisdiction;  

b) is fraudulent, criminal or unlawful; 

c) is inaccurate or out-of-date; 

d) may be obscene, indecent, pornographic, vulgar, profane, racist, sexist, 

discriminatory, offensive, derogatory, harmful, harassing, threatening, embarrassing, 

malicious, abusive, hateful, menacing, defamatory, untrue or political; 

e) impersonates any other person or body or misrepresents a relationship with any 

person or body; 

f) may infringe or breach the copyright or any intellectual property rights (including 

without limitation copyright, trademark rights and broadcasting rights) or privacy or 

other rights of us or any third party; 

g) may be contrary to our interests; 

h) is contrary to any specific rule or requirement that we stipulate on the App in 

relation to a particular part of the App or the App generally; or 



i) involves your use, delivery or transmission of any viruses, unsolicited emails, trojan 

horses, trap doors, back doors, Easter eggs, worms, logic  bombs, cancel bots or 

computer programming routines that are intended to damage, detrimentally interfere 

with, surreptitiously intercept or expropriate any system, data or personal 

information. 

You agree not to reproduce, duplicate, copy or re-sell the App or any part of the App 

save as may be permitted by these Terms of Use. You must not without our 

permission: 

a) use or copy any material from the App, including, but not limited to, onto other 

websites or in other mobile applications; or 

b) Frame any of the App onto your own or another person’s website or mobile 

application.  

 

3. Intellectual property rights 

The design of the App created text, scripts, graphics, interactive features and the like, 

and the trademarks, service marks and logos contained therein ("Marks"), are owned 

by or licensed to DI Solutions, subject to copyright and other intellectual property 

rights under the applicable laws and international conventions. The Service through 

this App is provided to you AS IS for your information and personal use only. We 

reserve all rights not expressly granted herein.  

 

4. Limitations of liability 
 

IN NO EVENT SHALL WE, OUR OFFICERS, DIRECTORS, EMPLOYEES, OR AGENTS, BE 

LIABLE TO YOU FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, PUNITIVE, OR 

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM ANY (I) ERRORS, 

MISTAKES, OR INACCURACIES OF CONTENT, (II) PERSONAL INJURY OR PROPERTY 

DAMAGE, OF ANY NATURE WHATSOEVER, RESULTING FROM YOUR ACCESS TO AND 

USE OF OUR SERVICE OR APP, (III) ANY UNAUTHORIZED ACCESS TO OR USE OF OUR 

SECURE SERVERS AND/OR ANY AND ALL PERSONAL INFORMATION AND/OR 

FINANCIAL INFORMATION STORED THEREIN, (IV) ANY INTERRUPTION OR CESSATION 

OF TRANSMISSION TO OR FROM OUR SERVERS, (IV) ANY BUGS, VIRUSES, TROJAN 

HORSES, OR THE LIKE, WHICH MAY BE TRANSMITTED TO OR THROUGH OUR SERVICE 

BY ANY THIRD PARTY, (V) ANY ERRORS OR OMISSIONS IN ANY CONTENT OR FOR ANY 

LOSS OR DAMAGE OF ANY KIND INCURRED AS A RESULT OF YOUR USE OF ANY 

CONTENT POSTED, EMAILED, TRANSMITTED, OR OTHERWISE MADE AVAILABLE VIA 

APP, WHETHER BASED ON WARRANTY, CONTRACT, TORT, OR ANY OTHER LEGAL 



THEORY, AND WHETHER OR NOT THE OTHER PARTY IS ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY 

OF SUCH DAMAGES, AND/OR (VI) THE DISCLOSURE OF INFORMATION PURSUANT TO 

THESE TERMS OF USE OR PRIVACY POLICY. THE FOREGOING LIMITATION OF LIABILITY 

SHALL APPLY TO THE FULLEST EXTENT PERMITTED BY LAW IN THE APPLICABLE 

JURISDICTION. 

 

 

5. Warranty 

YOU AGREE THAT YOUR USE OF THE APP  SHALL BE AT YOUR SOLE RISK. TO THE 

FULLEST EXTENT PERMITTED BY LAW, I, WE, OUR OFFICERS, DIRECTORS, EMPLOYEES, 

AND AGENTS DISCLAIM ALL WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, IN CONNECTION 

WITH THE APP AND YOUR USE THEREOF. WE MAKES NO WARRANTIES OR 

REPRESENTATIONS ABOUT THE ACCURACY OR COMPLETENESS OF THIS APP AND 

ASSUMES NO LIABILITY OR RESPONSIBILITY FOR ANY (I) ERRORS, MISTAKES, OR 

INACCURACIES OF CONTENT, (II) PERSONAL INJURY OR PROPERTY DAMAGE, OF ANY 

NATURE WHATSOEVER, RESULTING FROM YOUR ACCESS TO AND USE OF OUR APP, 

(III) ANY UNAUTHORIZED ACCESS TO OR USE OF OUR APP AND/OR ANY AND ALL 

PERSONAL INFORMATION AND/OR FINANCIAL INFORMATION STORED THEREIN, (IV) 

ANY INTERRUPTION OR CESSATION OF TRANSMISSION TO OR FROM OUR SERVICE, 

(IV) ANY BUGS, VIRUSES, TROJAN HORSES, OR THE LIKE WHICH MAY BE TRANSMITTED 

TO OR THROUGH OUR APP THROUGH THE ACTIONS OF ANY THIRD PARTY. WE DO 

NOT WARRANT, ENDORSE, GUARANTEE, OR ASSUME RESPONSIBILITY FOR ANY 

PRODUCT OR SERVICE ADVERTISED OR OFFERED BY A THIRD PARTY THROUGH OUR 

APP, AND WE WILL NOT BE A PARTY TO OR IN ANY WAY BE RESPONSIBLE FOR 

MONITORING ANY TRANSACTION BETWEEN YOU AND THIRD-PARTY PROVIDERS OF 

PRODUCTS OR SERVICES. 

 

6. Not for any  Professional Advise 

 

The material contained on this site and on the associated web pages is for your  

general information and it is not intended to be advice on any  matter and Act.  

Subscribers and  readers should seek appropriate professional advice for particular 

matter before acting on the basis of any information contained herein. Arthdut App 

and , its members, owners, employees, agents, representatives and the authors 

expressly disclaim any and all liability to any person, whether a subscriber or not, in 

respect of anything and of the consequences of anything done or omitted to be done 

by any such person in reliance upon the contents of this site and associated web 

pages. 



Every effort has been made to avoid errors or omissions. In spite of this, errors may 

creep in. Any mistake, error or discrepancy noted may be brought to our notice which 

shall be taken care of. It is notified that neither Arthdut App  nor the authors nor the 

publishers will be responsible for any damage or loss of action to any one, of any kind, 

in any manner, therefrom. 

It is suggested that to avoid any doubt the reader should cross-check all the facts, law 

and contents of the material on a mobile app and web base app.  with original 

Government publication or notifications. Moreover, this is not any kind of 

advertisement or solicitation of work by a professional. 

Arthdut App not responsible for publish, provide and announce any types of date 

extension for filing returns, filing and submission of audit reports etc. in the all related 

act.  

 

7.  Issues 

a. Arthdut App  shall be not responsible or liable for the authenticity, accuracy, 

completeness, errors, omission, typographic errors, disruption, delay in operation or 

transmission, communications line failure, interruption or malfunction (including but 

not limited to any kind of technical aspects), deletion, defect of any information, 

reports, service stops functioning due to technical problems, certain features not 

functioning at any point in the App/web site or any part thereof. 

 

b. Further, you agree that any material and/or data downloaded or otherwise obtained 

through the use of the service is done at user’s own discretion and risk and that user 

will be solely responsible for any damage to user’s computer system or loss of data 

that results from the download of such material and/or data. 

 

c.  Arthdut App cannot and does not guarantee or warrant that the information 

submitted to, maintained on, or transmitted from our systems will be completely 

secure and transmission of information over the Internet is susceptible to possible 

loss, misrouting, interception and misuse including but not limited files available for 

downloading through the Site. You are responsible for implementing sufficient 

procedures and checkpoints that satisfy your particular requirements for accuracy of 

data input and output, and for maintaining a means external to the Site for the 

reconstruction of any lost data. 

 

 

 



 

 

8. Refund Policy  

 

We take a lot of effort in making sure that our customers will satisfy with our product  

but if customer is not satisfied with our product  than we will try to our best to resolve 

customer’s problems. 

 

After that If customer is not satisfied than he/she must be responsible to intimate or 

contact us on our registered mail Id within 30 Days from the date of registration , 

otherwise we, owners our agents,  employee  not responsible for any types of refund 

or part amount of refund. 

If paid by credit card, refunds will be issued to the original credit card provided at the 

time of  purchase and in case of Payment Gateway Name, payments refund will be 

made to the same account . 

 

 

9. Miscellaneous 

 

You agree to be subject to the jurisdiction of courts in Surat , Gujarat ,  India in the 

event of any legal dispute. These Terms of Use shall be governed by the substantive 

laws of India, without respect to its conflict of laws principles. 

We reserves the right to amend or modify these Terms of Use at any time, and it is 

your responsibility to review these Terms of Use for any changes. If you do not agree 

to the revised Terms, your only recourse is to discontinue the use of the App. Your 

continued use of the App following any amendment of these Terms of Service will 

signify your assent to and acceptance of its revised terms and policy.  

 

 

Effective Date: 07.08.2020 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 


